I am watching a movie with a famous actor entering a fish market. He is actually looking for a burger and a man at a counter sees him. He then throws a fried sea star at him but the actor doesn't see it and it fells on the floor. He goes over it and anyway reaches the counter to ask for a burger.
I am at a restaurant having dinner with a lot of Italians. There is actually a couple at the other end of the table and I ask them if they have kids. The guy then starts joking that he has put a chip in his girlfriend's belly. I find her brown eyes quite beautiful and ask them where they come from.
I am with a group of hikers on top of a mountain listening to one of them who lives on another mountain to the west. I then start saying that he can just walk over to it but then realize that it is getting dark and we still need to walk down. We all have torches but the path is too rocky and steep.
I am driving a moped down a small road with my kid. We actually reach a small neighborhood in my native highland and I see a food truck in the middle of the empty square. I then stop to buy a slice of cake for my kid but he also eats other cakes. The seller knew me as a kid and I start crying.
I am looking at my phone and find a message from my nephew. I immediately understand that she is writing for my son and that she misses him but I cannot understand every word. It is actually a lot of text she wrote and I figure that she has transcribed her voice as if she was still an infant.
I am in my parents' old house and see that my stepfather is getting a lot of equipment on him. I then wonder what he is up to and realize that he is going in the kitchen to tie up a white bear. I follow him and see how he takes some big scissor to cut the bear throat but it is actually my mother's.
I am in my old American high school when I see my old Brazilian friend. I immediately hug him and tell him how much I have been looking for him. I then ask him where he lives and he tells me that he has moved there. I actually start crying and then wait for him outside with my son jogging.
I am in a small square checking a motorcycle. It is actually mine but it is quite badly put together. Also the local baker thinks the same and I follow him inside his shop. An old friend suddenly arrives with his motorcycle and comes in throwing a box of bread on the other side of the counter.
I am biking in a foreign country and see the direction to a beach. I keep straight and realize that I am reaching my mountain cottage. I then get a ride from a family but as I tell them about my drunk neighbour we meet my other neighbours. They caught me buying alcohol for the drunk.
I am in a taxi with a man telling about a gas station owner selling his boat. We then go there and I see my uncle but he ignores me. I then follow him inside and see that he is going in the office of the owner. Meantime the taxi driver shows me the three wheels scooter that my uncle has outside.
I am on a bus standing at the back. It is actually very shaky and a girl keeps going against me. She is the driver's daughter and we start looking at a map together. I then see a small lake over a big one and I ask her if her father ever drives there but she tells me that it is impossible to reach.
I am walking on a sidewalk of a big city and reach a gallery. I go in and start putting all the trash I have in a paper bag so that I can throw it away. I then walk in the main room and find the director seating on a table with her assistant. I expect that she comes to greet me but she ignores me.
I am on an airplane going across the ocean but it actually goes down to take a break in the Irish capital. I then feel very excited because I still have my work exhibited in a gallery there. I walk out with two girls and tell them about it but they keep walking in the downtown showing no interest.
I am walking to my new home in Italy. I actually discover a very quick way back from the city center and feel very glad that my girlfriend will not have to walk that much. As I am about to reach our place I realize that there is a sign and it says that the supermarket is a thousand meters away.
I am with another guy going down a big building. He is a criminal and we are actually chased down the emergency staircase. I then propose to walk across a big celling made of many large triangles. He goes ahead of me and I see him crawling on a neon light even though it is very dangerous.
I am with my son and his mother in an apartment. We are supposed to go to his friend's birthday but she tells us that it is too late. I then stand by the window with my son to look at which movie to watch and I try to ignore his mother's new boyfriend waving from another apartment.
I am in a shop and the black owner tells me to fetch his van. I then walk out on a street but there is a criminal robbing another shop. I hide in the corner but he comes my way and I run around the block. The van is gone and I join a band of black people singing a nice Portuguese love song.
I am biking with my girlfriend outside of a small village and we stop to check in the basket she is carrying. As I approach her front wheel she realizes that there is something wrong with me and asks if I want to break up. I then look at her finding her very cute and don't want to break up.
I am walking through a small forest down with my American curator friend and his friend. We actually approach a bus stop and I wait on one side while they go to the other side. My Greek friend is also there and I want to talk to him but then realize that my American friend is talking about us.
I am at my former parents-in-law country house. An old relative is also there and we are digging a trench in the garden to build an extra house. I give him my spade and only find an ax to dig further. As I consider how to use it I realize that anyway the house is going to my son's new father.
I am biking with my girlfriend over a bridge and she starts talking to a Dutch guy. He actually comes to talk to me but I loose track of her and I stop in a building to find her phone number. A girl offers to call her and I look in my phone to search but cannot remember her full name.
I am walking up a staircase a night with a lesbian colleague. I actually notice that she got an haircut and her hairs look much nicer and normal. As she tells me about her troubles finding a place where to live I realize that I once offered to rent a room in my apartment but I now regret it.
I am up north visiting a factory with a guide. It is very boring and long but the latter tells me that it is very beautiful on the very end. He then jumps on a little boat and starts going down a river next to me. There are small cascades and I warn him but it is too late and he disappears down one.
I am in a big harbour looking for a boat I need to take. There are actually a lot of stands with many different company but I follow a group of kids and reach mine. I have a printed paper but the steward sends me to the check in to get an actual ticket. As I get it the captains calls me to hurry.
I am watching a movie about an American guy going in an institute. It is actually an old villa in the mountains and my son's mother is inside. As I see where he hides the key on top of the porch I follow him inside to tell her that she can watch the movie with us but I get afraid of her boyfriend.
I am in a park walking with my girlfriend when she sees one of her uncles. She runs to him and I also join even though he keeps speaking in Dutch also to me. I then just observe his Italian face and we end up on a metro going in the Swedish suburbs. He gets off at a lake where he lives.
I am in a bedroom with a girl who just had sex with an America guy. There is actually a younger guy who wants to kiss her but she lays next to me on some big pillows and kisses me instead. She is my girlfriend and I ask her to make love but she tells me to come to the movie theater with her.
I am walking through a pub where some young guys are shooting pool balls from the distance. It is actually a field and no one is able to reach one ball. I then get a stick to try and everyone starts cheering me. I manage to hit the ball but it only moves a little and I realize how I should have hit it.
I am in a classroom finishing a book while the other students are preparing to give presentations. The first one doesn't find the stick to point at the projection and I interrupt my reading to look in my bag. There is actually an antenna and I give it to him even though it doesn't get too long.
I am in a dark boat trying to separate a squid to give a piece to my girlfriend. As I tell her that there is a priest chasing me I realize that the squid is more like an underwater broccoli. I finally manage to separate it but then a light flashes on my face and I realize that the priest is also on a boat.
I am on the upper floor of a villa with a man who wants to play video games but I actually have a dinner and leave. Downstairs I meet my Polish friend and another guy with whom I should go out eating. As we walk across a pond they tell me about the homosexual discriminations they got.
I am with my American curator friend in front of a big museum. He congratulates with me and I realize that it is my turn to exhibit. I then go inside and find that it is an ancient Roman temple. I try to put a cloth on the altar to project my videos but I cannot find the actual videos on my laptop.
I am with my girlfriend in a bedroom laying down on the bed and trying to vacuum clean. As I try to reach a faraway corner my girlfriend warns me about a small bat. I then lift the vacuum cleaner to take it but it goes on the side. I turn the vacuum cleaner against him but it comes next to us.
I am going in the small gallery where I am supposed to have a show and realize that it is already opening. There is only one painting that is hanging and all my photo panels are still in the box. I then get very agitated and ask my girlfriend to buy tape for me but she tells me that I should go.
I am biking out on a street and choose the side where the cars are not coming. As I keep biking I realize that there is a bike path next to me and I am actually biking on a car lane. As I see a car coming against me I try to go over to the bike path but there is both a small wall and a fence.
I am in my son's house and go down to the garage in the basement. It is very messy and I decide to clean it all up. I then roll my sleeves and starts moving heavy things around but find that his mother is seating on a sofa. As soon as she sees me she accuses me of wanting to abandon our son.
I am in a living room painting a landscape with black ink on a wooden panel. My parents' family friends are also there watching a car race. I actually need to move the wooden panel on the side of the sofa where they are seated. As I do so my mother starts telling them how good for nothing I am.
I am walking on a street of a big city and pass by a newspaper stand. There is actually a TV there showing how the left coalition is concerned about the future elections up north. I then hear that they have lost the elections down South but read that it is only for a few percentages.
I am in a dark changing room and realize that the people are showering with their clothes on. They are all Japanese students attending a seminar. A Japanese lesbian asks me what I think about homosexuals and I tell them that I came to respect them but they are gaining too much power.
I am in a car with my best friend and ask him if he has a better optic for my camera. I then remove the one I have and he goes home to check if he finds one even though it is from a different brand and my camera is very dirty. As I am cleaning it we start driving but two gypsies attack us.
I am with a pretty blond girl in the small office of an editor. The latter wants to hire her as a model and starts asking her questions. She replies that she doesn't want to move abroad and she wants to have kids. I find her very stupid and also the editor writes that she is not flexible for the work.
I am with my stepfather in a church and we listen to the priest talking about a recent archaeological discovery. He is very proud but he does not really say what it is and we decide to leave. As we start walking down the church I turn and see that the discovery is the world most ancient crypt.
I am in a shop with an old friend looking at a list of receipts. There are a lot of numbers and I try to find which one is mine but recognize my ex wife birthday. I then remember that we were standing in the shop on a podium and I could see ourselves reflected on a mirror further away.
I am looking at a map of Europe and realize that my aunt's name is tagged in the north. I then think of a car trip I should take to go visit her. I explain it to my Czech roommate but realize that it is too long and I could skip going all the way to my aunt and just go directly to the south of France.
I am walking in an old city and follow a path by a canal. As I realize that it stops in front of an hotel my girlfriend shows up and takes me around it on a road going through a brand new neighborhood. The houses are very nice and new but she tells me that they are also very expensive.
I am walking in the mountains at night and pass by an empty residential area where they should have fireworks. It is modern and I start wondering if I should have bought my house there instead. As I tell myself that it is too modern I realize that the sun exposure must be very nice there.
I am at my university pouring tomato juice in a small and long glass. As I am drinking it I realize that one of my colleagues is making bombs to explode the electric system. I then wonder if he is serious but realize that another colleague is also making them and they are only hot dogs for a party.
I am in my son's apartment and I find him dressed up like a Roman warrior. I then get ready to find but his little friend comes with a long wooden spare. It is very dangerous and I tell him to let go but he doesn't and I take it for him breaking the sharp tip even though he gets very sad.
I am in my former parents-in-law's house and hear my father-in-law talking in a room. There is also someone else with him and hear my name. I then get in the dark bedroom where he is laying and get ready to make peace with him but realize that he is not willing to do it and he is still angry.
I am outside a cafeteria and call my son out. He puts the tray of food on the ground and we go up a cliff from which we dive in a big river. The water takes us to a abandoned city and I try to lift him up to go check it but he is actually swimming back in the peer where we started.
I am in an American pavilion with a few other artists waiting to install my work and the director starts a countdown to let us begin. We then start preparing our work out of clay but I have to install photos and it is too difficult to make panels. I then realize that my prints have been shipped.
I am going in my apartment and find that my girlfriend is seated together with my brother. I am not surprise and just fetch my bike to go to the university. As I am on my way out I realize that her nipples are hard and I start getting very jealous. I then decide to tell them not to see each other.
I am in a class with a very severe teacher who starts writing low grades to everyone. I then get afraid that she might call me out and I start to build a computer program for her. I call her to check it but it does not work. Two students actually run away from the class and she follows them out.
I am in a bicycle shop and see a salesman walking up to a small floor with a nice red helmet. It also covers the back of the neck and I like it but he says that there is no space to store it and he is going to demolish it with an hammer. I then ask if he can just give it to me but he will demolish it.
I am on a train with my girlfriend seating next to a mother with her autistic son. He is very tall and ugly but I see that there is a cute girl seating on the opposite side and I tell him to kiss her. I am actually teasing him but he stands up to give her a kiss in the mouth and she accepts that.
I am watching the presentation of a woman showing a view of an old Italian city. She actually shows a very tall sculpture in the waterfront and I realize that the entire skyline of the city has sculptures. She then talks about them one by one ascending from left to right and then descending.
I am in an art museum unpacking my photo panels and find the top one all dirty. I start cleaning it but a guy shows me that I am actually erasing it. I then look for a teacher to ask if they have an insurance and they send me in the furniture workshop but the teacher there sends me to hell.
I am in an art school and walk to my own studio. There is daylight coming through the windows and I really like it but realize that some people are following me. I then take an electric saw but see that they are my old friends watching Brazilian actors laying super heroes on the windows.
I am in a small public toilette with my best friend. He is seating on the WC holding one of his daughter's drawing and I take it from him before he gets shot. I then go out and find a lot of couples laying on a park. As I look carefully I find that they are all homosexuals seeking to fuck each other.
I am at a small restaurant with an American researcher. She actually has a poster on the wooden wall in which she shows different hearts representing the kisses she gave. I can see a line representing her marriage but below there is a square heart and she makes square lips to also kiss me.
I am on a busy metro and get out in a harbor with a lot of people. I take a seat and a man seating far from me asks me about my project. As I am explaining it to him the TV comes to interview another guy seating next to me. As he doesn't want to be interviewed I tell them that I am okay with it.
I am walking inside a restaurant and find a Costa Rican man watching football. The Irish team is playing against his national team and the former scores three consecutive goals against it. The man is very upset but the Costa Rican players starts cheering up as they could still win the game.
I am on a bus with some foreign young people. It is actually night time and we are still driving to a beach resort but we finally stop in a village and I show them the ocean. Two couples start swimming and I pretend to me a dolphin touching the legs of a girl while two guys cover me coming out.
I am seating outside a bar with my old friend and the waiter tells us they are closing. We actually stay there longer and then I put a dollar bill on the table as a tip. As I see another waiter working there I put some extra bills and then wait at the entrance for a tall father and son to drive me.
I am with my son walking in a gypsy camp. I actually live there now but realize that my son is too white and the other gypsies might kidnap him. As we make it to my caravan we meet a very dark one but he is not impressed about my kid and let us go. Inside there is actually a dealer waiting.
I am with my old friends and some girls walking down a park when I see a restaurant. There is a table outside with dirty dishes and leftovers but I propose to seat there anyway. I think that we can eat some cheap local food but the waiter comes and we find that the menu is quite expensive.
I am on a beach and see a girl shooting two men from a boat. I then go in the water and see that one of them is not dead. He is actually very small and I turn his boat to cover him while the girl checks if he still alive. I dismiss her saying that he has drawn and hurry to flip the boat back up.
I am driving in a van with my supervisor and show her the ridge of a big mountain. We are actually heading there but stop in an abandoned village. There is a ghost house and my supervisor walks to the opposite side and enters even though I tell her not to and a giant soft ball blocks the exit.
I am watching a movie showing an uprise in a medieval village. The protesters are standing outside the city walls and the military are standing inside charging their muskets. There is actually an opening and they shoot through it leaving only the leader the possibility to escape with a knight.
I am driving with my sister and pass by a lake where I have my house. She also wants a land there to build a house and I show her how beautiful are the larch trees turning red. Our cousin is actually in a car reading a comic and we try to surprise him but he is with his brother and sees us.
I am in a farm helping a girl out to load a truck with chairs. We are actually doing quite good and the truck is almost full but an old man comes saying that he is the person in charge and I should have put a lamp first. I then take it and climb up the pile of chairs to place it on the top.
I am driving a jeep and realize that a Russian girl is also there. I don't find her pretty but she comes too close and we kiss. It is actually too hard to drive and I stop the jeep to let her father cross a ridge in the mountains backward. He is too afraid and the jeep ends up with two wheels out.
I am at a restaurant and see my old supervisor coming in dressing all fancy. He has even dye his hairs red and I stand up to smack him in the face. Another professor starts scolding me for such an action and I take a microphone to explain the public how bad my old supervisor has treated me.
I am in a car with my girlfriend and another friend. We are actually driving below my native mountains and think of a place where we should drop her. I see the direction for an historical town but my girlfriend wants me to go to another town. We drop her friend there and find it very modern.
I am sleeping and wake up in a bedroom I do not know. Next to me is also a man I don't know and I get afraid he took advantage of me. At first I think it is my German artist friend but then realize that he is my little son. I am in his apartment and I go back to sleep feeling tranquil again.
I am with my dead grandmother in an apartment. I look at her cooking and suddenly realize that I should invite her to my mountain cottage. I then tell her about her while we walk outside. I try to show it to her but it is too dark and there are many foxes nearby that scare us back inside.
I am walking out of a gym wearing very casual clothes and meet an ugly Bulgarian researcher. She gets close to me and makes fun of my clothes but then tells me that she loves me. As we stop at a golf court a guy suddenly gets on me asking if I have a problem with him but I leave him the girl.
I am running next to a young forest trying to get inside. It is actually too tight and I meet my Polish friend. I then run with him through a crowd and we end up in a small church where he gets a glass with spaghetti from a closet. It is for poor people and he leaves an offer in the shelf below.
I am driving with my girlfriend inside a parking lot. We pass some free spots but finally park where a girl was holding the place for her boyfriend. We then hear gunshots and hide in the van of the security. The bullets break the back door and I get my girl in the front and we start speeding away.
I am in a field by a forest in the mountains thinking if I did a good thing to buy it. There was a field for sale further south and I realize that at least there I could grow fruit trees. My field is almost on top of a mountain and there is only a big old house to protect it from the northern wind.
I am in a train station in the middle of nowhere assisting a group of American students. They have lost their train and I am taking them to another station. One of them asks me for a sentence in Italian and I tell him that the train is fast while looking at the train they needed to get going by.
I am in a bedroom with a girl and she gets completely naked. As I observe her dark skin her colleagues get in and she gets dressed again. I then realize that she is my girlfriend and that we will need to seat with her colleagues to discuss about work. We do so and she crosses her legs around me.
I am outside of a concert hall with a guy. It is getting dark and I realize that I left my bag inside. I then go in and ask the security if they have found it. They actually have it and we go in a back room to fetch it while I try to explain to them that I was part of a conference in the same building.
I am in my son's apartment talking to her mother. She tells me that I need to give her money every month and I get very angry saying that she is now moving in with a rich man. I then hear my phone and realize that it is an American curator telling me that she doesn't like my new proposal.
I am in a museum erasing some writings from a big panel with my photos. The director comes in and I stand next to another artist to be presented to the public. He does not remember my name but I tell it to him and the public starts applauding. It is actually a big crowd in a stadium.
I am in a big elevator and get a course schedule by my German colleague. I have to supervise a lot of students biking on a mountain and I also start biking but find them seating in a bar eating white bread. I then realized that I have biked for nothing and I could have stayed there with them.
I am in an airport and need to buy a ticket to get on a bus. I find some monitors and try to get the ticket pressing some buttons. I don't manage and put in my credit card but a porno movie appears. I then start jelling to come an help me an a security guard arrives but he also doesn't manage.
I am in an old cousin's house. We are actually having dinner in his living room and I can see the mountains outside all lighten after the sun set. I then tell him about the place I bought and how we see the same mountains but then realize that they are different and also the people living there.
I am in a living room and a big black dog comes my way. I clap him even though he is very dangerous and then realize that there is a much smaller dog under the sofa. I am not used to picking dogs up but I get it on my laps anyway and see that there is even a smaller yellow dog going around.
I am in a restaurant with some people and get frustrated about my project. I try to explain to a Turkish curator that I have too many options but he is not helping. I then walk home with a Japanese gallerist and he tells me that I can build my archive in a residential park with really good sizes.
I am with a guy and a girl in a small and new caravan. It is actually not ours and we walk out on a beach looking for a place where to do a picnic. They decide to stop in a dark spot and I walk in a gallery to pee. I reach the opposite side and find a river with a small beach and the sun shining.
I am in a big pavilion where I should exhibit my work. It is actually already filled and I walk all the way to the end and back to the entrance looking for a place where to show my work. I only find other artworks but when I walk back again I see that they are about to put up three stands for me.
I am in my son's old kindergarten and go up to the teacher with a white teddy bear. There is a monkey doll on her table and I put the teddy bear in its big mouth. I then show it to the kids but they are not happy about it and one of them explains that the monkey is actually a bomb.
I am in the new villa that my parents bought in the countryside. My sister is also living there and I try to find a place where I should also live. There is actually a little storage place outside and I go in to check it but realize that it is too small to live in and the neighbour's house is right in front.
I am inside a cave where I am now living with my father. His wife comes in but tells us that we have to follow her to the living room. We then start walking with her down the cave and she gets totally undressed. There is actually a window to a garden there and she have a couple to make out.
I am on an airplane and notice that the pilot is a black old man seating right in the middle. I can also see his screen and find that he has deactivated the autopilot. We then start flying very low under the bridge of an highway and I can see a black small mountain in front of us but he keeps low.
I am outside of a restaurant trying to park an old car. I manage even though there is another expensive car belonging to my cousins' stepfather. They are actually walking out of the restaurant with my uncle and I follow them. As I talk to him I see them hiding behind two identical columns.
I am at my parents' old place and listen to a friend who admits he had sex with my mother. She goes upstairs to bed and I start hitting her with a ski pole. I then go back to the kitchen and take food out of the fridge with my stepsister who actually also had sex with a guy and had an abortion.
I am seating by a river and see my uncle talking to my aunt in a park below. I get very irritated on how rich they are and run down with a watermelon. I then come in front of him and take a piece of it to throw it on his face. I do it so hard that I break his jaw and he has to go to the hospital.
I am watching a movie about the two sons of a superhero living in a castle. A journalist dressing like their father flyes through the window and kidnaps one of them. The other then runs away and reaches the family holiday house to plan the rescue of his brother even though he has no uniform.

